Iceland

Located in the North-Atlantic ocean close by the Arctic Circle, Iceland is very
much a bridge between continents. The culture has been shaped by isolation
and the extreme forces of nature, so be prepared to to marvel at steaming
geysers, trek over volcanic plains, past multicoloured mountains and through
glacial rivers whilst carrying all your kit, camping in the wilderness and navigating
along the way!

The best time to go: Late June-August

Terrain
Much of Iceland’s terrain
consists of plateaux’s and
mountain peaks. There are
many long, deep fjords and
glaciers, including Europe’s
largest, Vatnajökull.

Climate
Iceland has a very temperate
climate as it lies in the path
of the North Atlantic Current
so expect wind, sun, rain and
maybe even snow all in one
day!

Language

Timezone

Icelandic is the official
language of Iceland. It is an
Indo-European language,
belonging to the subgroup of North Germanic
languages.

GMT +0

Accommodation
Typical accommodation
includes hostels and tents.

Explore

Challenge yourself

Find your feet and get ready for your main
challenge by camping in the Thingvellir
National Park, Iceland’s most important
historical site where the Vikings set up the
world’s first demographic parliament. Walk
between the North American and Eurasian
tectonic plates as they actively edge away
from each other at a rate of 2mm a year!

Trek over volcanic plains, past
multicoloured mountains and through
glacial rivers whilst carrying all your kit,
camping in the wilderness and navigating
along the way!
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Contribute

Chill out

Spend a day supporting local conservation
initiatives to preserve the natural beauty and
variety of Iceland’s wildlife.

Soak yourself in the silica-rich, geothermal
waters of the Blue Lagoon or take a trip to
watch Iceland’s natural wildlife including
whales and puffins.

We work closely with Hanna at
Snæland Grimsson, a family owned
tour company in Iceland. We have
been working with them since 2006.
The company is experienced in the
travel industry, has expert knowledge
on trekking areas and provides
private transport for teams.

